
Seeking to unravel the instinctive pulse of human desire

Corps is the French word for body, but looking at the Dance Umbrella’s 2017 programme, I ascribed militaristic connotations to Gaby

Saranouffi and Moeketsi Koena’s work of the same name.

Corps is a collaborative work that features the photography of Denis Rion and the stark score of Mandele Maguni. Saranouffi and

Koena explore the multidimensionality of the body’s processes through a deft fusion of movement, sound and visual imagery.

The initial image of Saranouffi’s shadow being projected in truncated and gigantic proportions diagonally across the stage as she

moves jaggedly behind a veiled screen sets the tone. It lets you know that your attention will be split beyond one central point of

focus, an act mimicking the body’s synapses.

Koena describes the work as a celebration of the body’s complexity, what it perceives as “real and unreal,” its processing of trauma

and its navigation of a world whose spatial configurations are in a constant state of flux.

It is a cerebral work tinged with darkness, with the imagery of the show doing little to dissuade a reading of the work as concerned

with war and conquest. The photographs predominantly depict limbs interlocked in multiple variations of touch, smeared with dark

mud and, in some cases, a blood-like substance. There is a recurring image of a back, smudged with earth, its muscles pulled taut as if

in the beginning stages of a strenuous pushing movement.

The one-paragraph blurb about Corps in the programme describes it as exploring “today’s world and the past through the ancestral

history of South Africa, Madagascar and France”. Yes, Corps is concerned with all of these topics, but does so in a manner that seeks

to unravel the instinctive pulse of human desire. It redirects the polemic thrust of lives and bodies shaped by colonial histories inward,

by exploring the mechanics of internalised pain.

That Koena (a South African) and Saranouffi (a Madagascan) are a couple gives the work an added personal resonance. The

contrasting dance styles they employ seem to be in a conversation about compatibility or the art of compromise necessary for turning

a love of each other into something that is universally felt.

Koena’s movements are light and fluid, almost incidental, whereas Saranouffi’s are more intense and laboured. Maguni’s electronic

soundtrack has a grim, futuristic edge but it maintains a sense of the internal, like the mind shutting out industrial noise.

Visually, Rion’s photographs manage to convey a sense of the ephemeral and indelible, sealing the performers’ mission to help us

understand the world by focusing on the vast treasure bank that is the human body.  Kwanele Sosibo


